Billionaire Chronicles: Android Description
The Billionaire Chronicles is a Match-3 game based off of author Melody Anne's New York Times
bestselling "Anderson" series. Joseph Anderson, a self-made Billionaire, is a ruthless businessman but
has a heart of gold for his family and especially when it comes to grandchildren. He works as hard on
making wise decisions for his company as he does for finding his sons a quality wife. Like real life, the
best laid plans rarely work out the way we want or expect. The journey of the Anderson's is one of highs
and lows, from easily found love to hard fought acceptance, from joy and pain, to adoption and even
kidnapping. Being an Anderson may be be a dream for most but there are also hidden nightmares found
at the most unexpected time that people never even know about.
As you go through each round in the game you will also go through the book in order of how Melody
Anne wrote them. This chronological order makes it easy to follow where the family is going and how
they got to where they are. Every individual level holds some kind of line from the game, leading to the
finalization of that respective book. You'll watch immersive videos from key parts of the books as well as
in depth and detailed storyboards that represent a time during the book which is a highlight of the story.
Join the Andersons in bringing their lives from words to life in front of your eyes. As you play you'll be
rewarded yourself with free books, discounted items, jewelry, limited edition prints and so much more -all for free, for playing the game. Your time is worth something to us and we want you to be rewarded
for it, you deserve something for going on this experience with us!

